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at﻿ stake﻿during﻿mission﻿execution﻿because﻿ it﻿does﻿not﻿necessarily﻿ require﻿“boots﻿on﻿ the﻿ground”﻿
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for﻿ cyberweapons﻿ as﻿ an﻿ enhancement﻿ to﻿ the﻿ domain﻿ of﻿ kinetic﻿ weapons.﻿ It﻿ described﻿ how﻿ the﻿
standardization﻿ of﻿ the﻿ formulation﻿ and﻿ methodology﻿ provided﻿ a﻿ common﻿ framework﻿ including﻿
processes,﻿definitions,﻿and﻿assumptions﻿to﻿consistently﻿perform﻿assessments﻿for﻿both﻿cyber﻿and﻿kinetic﻿
weapons.﻿That﻿contains﻿four﻿primary﻿phases,﻿as﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿1.﻿These﻿phases﻿are:﻿Cyber﻿damage﻿
determination,﻿ Cyberthreat﻿ assessment,﻿ Cyberweapon﻿ characterization,﻿ and﻿ Cyber﻿ effectiveness﻿
estimate﻿generation.











Figure 1. Cyber effectiveness methodology (adapted from Pinto & Zurasky, 2020)
Table 1. Cyber effects, brief description, and sample metrification (adapted from Zurasky, 2017)
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mission﻿executes﻿ the﻿malicious﻿code﻿to﻿exploit﻿ the﻿vulnerabilities﻿of﻿ the﻿ target/asset﻿system.﻿Full﻿






Table 2. Cases of exploited vulnerabilities (adapted from Sood and Enbody, 2014)
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Figure 2. Cyber-Kill equation for a hypothetical network (adapted from Pinto and Zurasky, 2020)
Pck = f(Plat, PAccess , Pconfig , PMa p, Prem po , PPatch, P,r , P Exploit ) 
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SySTEMS MODELING: SySML AND SECML
Systems﻿Engineering﻿(S.E.)﻿is﻿the﻿formalized﻿use﻿of﻿models﻿as﻿a﻿support﻿for﻿the﻿activities﻿of﻿analysis,﻿
design,﻿verification,﻿and﻿validation﻿(INCOSE,﻿2010).﻿NASA﻿(2019)﻿defined﻿S.E.﻿as﻿“a﻿methodical,﻿
multi-disciplinary﻿ approach﻿ for﻿ the﻿ design,﻿ realization,﻿ technical﻿ management,﻿ operations,﻿ and﻿
retirement﻿of﻿a﻿system.”﻿S.E.﻿tends﻿to﻿identify,﻿decompose,﻿and﻿organize﻿the﻿system’s﻿requirements﻿
(Leonard,﻿ J.﻿ 1999;﻿ SSEITS,﻿ 2007).﻿ Systems﻿ Modeling﻿ serves﻿ as﻿ the﻿ backbone﻿ of﻿ model-driven﻿
systems﻿engineering﻿since﻿it﻿depicts﻿the﻿needs﻿of﻿the﻿system,﻿the﻿functions﻿performed﻿by﻿the﻿system,﻿
































ENHANCED CyBERWEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGy
This﻿ section﻿describes﻿how﻿particular﻿ tools﻿ and﻿methods﻿ in﻿SysML﻿may﻿be﻿used﻿ to﻿enhance﻿ the﻿
previously﻿ proposed﻿ Cyberweapons﻿ Effectiveness﻿ Methodology,﻿ particularly﻿ Failure﻿ Modes﻿ and﻿
Effects﻿Analysis﻿(FMEA),﻿use-case﻿diagram,﻿block﻿diagram,﻿activity﻿diagram,﻿and﻿parametric﻿diagram.
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Figure 4. Block definition diagram (BDD) representation of a hypothetical network
Figure 5. Internal block diagram (IBD) representing the internal connections of a hypothetical network
Figure 3. Sample use-case diagram for network cybersecurity
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Recall﻿ the﻿effectiveness﻿equation﻿ (Eqt.﻿1)﻿ from﻿ the﻿previous﻿section,﻿and﻿again﻿shown﻿below﻿for﻿
convenience:
Pck=﻿f(PLatent,﻿PAccess,﻿PConfig,﻿PMap,﻿PTempo,﻿PPatch,﻿PIT,﻿PExploit)﻿
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connections﻿ between﻿ mathematical﻿ rules﻿ (aka﻿ constraint﻿ blocks﻿ in﻿ SysML)﻿ given﻿ by﻿ the﻿ cyber﻿




























Figure 7. Parametric diagram representing the cyber effectiveness equation
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Figure 8. Summary of enhancement brought by SysML to cyberweapons effectiveness methodology
Figure 9. BDD displaying the chemical weapon facility
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Phase Three:﻿Cyberweapon﻿characterization

































Pck=﻿ PLatent x PAccess x PConfig x PMap x PTempo x PPatch x PIT x PExploit( )8 ﻿
Figure 10. FMEA Table
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Hence,﻿from﻿Table﻿3,﻿the﻿resulting﻿Pck﻿=  .5 10 0 09


























The﻿resulting﻿Pck﻿= 5 10 0 03
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•﻿ Effectiveness lexicon:﻿Development﻿of﻿ a﻿ common﻿ lexicon﻿ for﻿ effectiveness﻿ assessments﻿ that﻿
support﻿the﻿multi-domain﻿(cyber,﻿directed﻿energy,﻿kinetic)﻿integration﻿of﻿existing﻿assessment﻿tools.








•﻿ Pk Optimization:﻿ Given﻿ a﻿ common﻿ lexicon﻿ and﻿ integration﻿ of﻿ multi-domain﻿ tools,﻿ can﻿ the﻿
effectiveness﻿of﻿the﻿various﻿weapon﻿families﻿be﻿compared﻿to﻿support﻿the﻿selection﻿of﻿a﻿targeted﻿
attack﻿or﻿tailored﻿multi-modal﻿attack﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿highest﻿probability﻿of﻿kill,﻿Pk﻿.
•﻿ Defensive Vulnerability Assessment:﻿Using﻿the﻿cyberweapon﻿effectiveness﻿assessment﻿to﻿assess﻿
threat﻿cyberweapons﻿on﻿ friendly﻿ targets/assets﻿ to﻿enhance﻿defensive﻿postures﻿and﻿ reduce﻿ the﻿
enemy’s﻿probability﻿of﻿cyber﻿kill,﻿Pck.
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